
t is a great honor and huge responsibility to
serve as the new Editor-in-Chief of IEEE

Transactions on Wireless Communications
(TWireless). Since its inception in 2002, TWire-
less has undergone phenomenal growth, both in
terms of size and prestige. It has become one of
the most prestigious journals in the communica-
tions area. It received 576 submissions in 2002
when the journal published its first volume. The
submission number grew to 1626 manuscripts in
2008 and reached 1827 manuscripts as of
December 18, 2009. Its current acceptance rate
is below 30%, and its current citation index (or
impact factor, which is an important measure in
the ranking of journals) is 2.18, which is higher than nearly
all other journals that publish papers in the communications
area. These significant achievements are due to the dedicat-
ed services of editors and area editors, the outstanding lead-
ership of the outgoing Editor-in-Chief, Professor Vijay
Bhargava, and the founding Editor-in-Chief, Professor
Khaled Ben Letaief. Both Vijay and Khaled have been
instrumental in assembling the able editorial board and
ensuring the journal is well managed while the Transactions
more than tripled in size over the past eight years.

Although TWireless is doing very well, it is facing new
challenges along with opportunities for further growth and
improvement. I have set three tasks for my term. The first
task is to further enhance the quality of the journal by being
more selective in accepting manuscripts for publication. We
welcome high-quality submissions in the wireless area, but
we will definitely reject marginal and/or low quality
manuscripts. We will also closely look at the scope of the
received manuscripts. The second task is to improve the
quality of the decision process across the entire TWireless
editorial board. As the second largest IEEE transactions,
TWireless has a large number of editors, which naturally
results in some variations when editors make their editorial
decisions on manuscripts. I will work closely with the current
eight Area Editors to minimize the variations and therefore
further improve the reputation of TWireless. The third task is
to implement a fast-track procedure for rejecting weak
papers, which are almost certain not able to pass a rigorous
review process. This procedure will be beneficial to both the
authors and the reviewers because the authors of weak
papers will not need to wait through a long review process to
know their negative results, and the reviewers will be less
loaded with weak papers. 

TWireless is also well known for having a fast review cycle

and a short time to the first editorial decision
on a submitted manuscript. We will do our best
to continue this record as we endeavor to
become even more selective with accepting
manuscripts for publication. Moreover, our new
Publication Editor, Professor Ross Murch, will
also make sure that the publication process is
efficient and well managed after a manuscript is
accepted for publication.

To achieve the aforementioned tasks, I will
certainly need the support of authors, readers,
reviewers, editors, area editors, the publication
editor, and the Steering Committee for the jour-
nal. Thank you for your support in advance.
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